
Faxination from Fenestrae

Adding fax, telex and

wireless capabilities

to Exchange

Preparing faxes for traditional fax machines and

distributing faxes by hand is time-consuming and

expensive. If you’re traveling, you have to rely on 

the fax services of a hotel. Now there’s a better way:

Faxination®.

Faxination for Microsoft Exchange is the market-

leading fax solution for Microsoft Exchange Server.

It is the first and only fax server on the market

designed specifically for Microsoft Exchange Server,

providing best-of-breed integration to fully leverage

your Exchange investment. Faxination simultaneously

supports all versions of Microsoft Exchange,

including Microsoft Exchange Server 2000.

Requiring no separate fax client software, Faxination

simply extends Microsoft Exchange Server and

Outlook clients with fax capabilities. This enables

users to send and receive faxes just as they do 

e-mail messages, thereby increasing the 

efficiency of your company and the productivity 

of your workforce.

Business results

> Native Microsoft Exchange
Server integration
- Client integration (no

separate client software!) 
- Active DirectoryTM support
- Microsoft Web Storage

System support
- Direct Inbound Routing

> Lowest total cost
of ownership
- Universal Message Routing

> Collaborative Routing
SupportTM

- Workflow integration

> Scalability, robustness 
and security
- Supports Microsoft

Cluster Server 

> More than a fax server
- Integration with other

applications and media
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Faxination’s native integration with

Microsoft Exchange Server provides

significant cost-saving benefits.

Fax-related labor costs are virtually

eliminated, and installation and

maintenance costs are reduced to 

a minimum. In addition, Faxination

offers more cost saving techniques —

delivering the lowest total cost of

ownership in the industry.

An extremely scalable solution,

Faxination for Microsoft Exchange can

be extended to support other host

environments such as SAP and Internet

e-mail systems. It integrates other means

of business communications such as

mobile (SMS, pagers) messages and telex

into the Microsoft Exchange environ-

ment. Faxination’s interoperability with

existing voicemail solutions, and its own

use of wireless messaging, makes it a

versatile unified messaging solution.

Seamlessly integrated with Microsoft

Exchange Server

Designed specifically for Microsoft

Exchange Server, Faxination allows 

you to fully leverage your Exchange

investment since all the administration

is performed at the server level. By

delivering the highest level of integration

with Exchange, Fenestrae makes

business communications an easy and

cost-efficient part of the work process.

Easy to install, use and manage,

Faxination brings bottom-line benefits

to your company by reducing your

telecommunications costs and providing

low total cost of ownership. Best of 

all, it is secure, reliable and designed to

grow as your communications expand.

About Fenestrae

Fenestrae is a leading global provider

of software solutions for mobile and

multi-media information exchange.

Our aim is simple: empower organiza-

tions to communicate with every

employee and every customer across

the boundaries of time, media and

business applications. Fenestrae

solutions are sold worldwide via a

global network of Value-Added Resellers

and Distributors.

Learn more

For more information about

Fenestrae, visit www.Fenestrae.com 

or contact Fenestrae via e-mail at

Info@Fenestrae.com.

To learn more about Compaq Business

Solutions for Microsoft Exchange, visit

www.compaq.com/messaging

Faxination from

Fenestrae is part

of the Compaq Business

Solutions for Exchange

program. As the first to

offer tested, complete

solutions on the Compaq

and Microsoft Exchange

Server messaging

platform, this program

helps you enhance

efficiency, improve

workflow and realize

greater productivity 

from your Exchange

investments.
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